
A User Oriented System for DevelopingBehavior Based AgentsPaul Scerri, Silvia Coradeschi and Anders T�orneDepartment of Computer and Information ScienceLink�oping University, SwedenEmail: pausc@ida.liu.se, silco@ida.liu.se, ato@ida.liu.seAbstract. Developing agents for simulation environments is usually theresponsibility of computer experts. However, as domain experts have su-perior knowledge of the intended agent behavior, it is desirable to havedomain experts directly specifying behavior. In this paper we describea system which allows non-computer experts to specify the behavior ofagents for the RoboCup domain. An agent designer is presented with aGraphical User Interface with which he can specify behaviors and acti-vation conditions for behaviors in a layered behavior-based system. Tosupport the testing and debugging process we are also developing inter-faces that show, in real-time, the world from the agents perspective andthe state of its reasoning process.1 IntroductionIntelligent agents are used in a wide variety of simulation environments wherethey are expected to exhibit behavior similar to that of a human in the samesituation. Examples of such environments include RoboCup[10], air combat sim-ulations[14] and virtual theater[16].De�ning agents for simulation environments is a very active research area.The research has resulted in a large number of agent architectures being pro-posed. Many of the proposed architectures have accompanying languages forde�ning the behaviors, for example [1, 3, 5, 6, 11, 15, 16]. However many of thesemethods for specifying behavior are oriented towards a computer experts way ofthinking, rather than to a domain experts, i.e. they use logic or other kinds offormalisms.The quality of the behavior exhibited by an agent is closely related to thequality and quantity of the knowledge held by the agent. As domain, rather thancomputer, experts are likely to have superior knowledge of intended agent be-havior, it seems to be advantageous to develop methods whereby domain expertscan directly specify the behavior of the agents. It may be the case, especiallyin simulation environments, that parts of the behavior of an agent change oftenover the life of a system, in which case it is even more desirable to enpowerdomain experts to de�ne and update behavior.When developing agents with complex behavior for real-time complex envi-ronments it is often hard to debug and tune the behavior in order to achieve



the desired result[8, 13]. When incomplete and uncertain information are addedto the cocktail, as occurs in many domains including RoboCup, determining thereason for unwanted behavior can become extremely di�cult.The goal of allowing non-computer experts to specify complex behavior ofsimulated agents quickly and easily is a lofty one. In this paper we present thedesign of a system that addresses three aspects of the problem as it relates toRoboCup, namely: vertical rather than horizontal decomposition of behaviors;speci�cation of conditions and behaviors in a high level abstract natural lan-guage manner; and a short and simple design-specify-debug cycle. The underly-ing ideas are not new, we have mainly pieced together existing ideas simplifyingor adapting where necessary in order to create an environment that is simplefor non-computer experts. Where possible we have tried to make the way a userspeci�es behavior as close as possible to the way human coaches would explainbehavior to their players.The system we are developing allows a user to specify the behaviors for alayered behavior based system via a Graphical User Interface(GUI). Activationconditions for behaviors are in the form of abstract natural-language like state-ments, which we refer to as predicates. The runtime system maps the naturallanguage statements to fuzzy predicates.The behavior speci�cation interface presents the user with a window wherethey can de�ne behaviors for each layer of a behavior based decision makingsystem. The user can specify an appropriate activation predicate and a list oflower level behaviors, with associated activation information, that implementsthe functionality of the behavior. At runtime the behavior speci�cation is used asinput to a layered behavior based controller which uses the speci�cation, alongwith world information abstracted from the incoming percepts, to turn low levelcontrol routine skills on and o� as required. A GUI is provided to show in realtime the way an agent perceives the �eld.The choice of a behavior based architecture as the underlying architectureseems to be a natural choice as the structure of the architecture seems to cor-respond well to the way a human coach would naturally explain behavior. 1 Abehavior-based architecture uses vertical decomposition of overall behavior, i.e.into defend and attack, rather than horizontal decomposition, i.e. into navigateand plan. For example a coach is likely to divide his discussion of team tacticsinto discussions on attacking and defending - this would directly correspond toattacking and defending behaviors in a behavior based system.We use natural language statements which map to fuzzy predicates as away of allowing an agent designer to specify conditions for behavior in his/herown language. The use of abstract natural language statements about the worldas behavior activation mechanisms attempts to mimic the way a human mightdescribe the reason for doing something. For example, a coach may tell a player1 This may or may not correspond to the way human decisions are actually made.However, the relevant issue is trying capture the experts explanation of the behaviorrather than copying the decision making process.



to call for the ball when he is in free space. The idea of free space is a vague one,hence the natural choice of fuzzy predicates as an underlying implementation.An artifact of behavior based systems is that they are di�cult to predictbefore testing and, usually, also di�cult to explain when observed. The processis further complicated in environments where incoming information is incom-plete and uncertain. Consequently behavior based systems must go through adesign-test cycle many times. To assist in the development process we have de-veloped a real-time GUI interface that shows the world as the agent sees it andwe have developed an interface that shows the state of the agents reasoning pro-cess i.e. which behaviors are executing and the activation level of non-executingbehaviors.Developing systems which allow non-computer experts to de�ne agents isan active research area. There have been many attempts to simplify the spec-i�cation of behavior. Di�erent approaches are often successful at simplifyingthe speci�cation of behavior for a particular domain. Strippgen has developeda system for de�ning and testing behavior-based agents called INSIGHT [13].It is claimed that a graphical representation of the internal state of an agentcoupled with a visualization environment aids in testing and debugging agents.The INSIGHT system also includes an interface for incremental developmentof behaviors. Firby's RAP's system uses Reactive Action Packages to turn lowlevel control routines on and o�[6]. Our system is similar in that it provides anabstract method for deciding which skills to turn on and o�, however we believethat RAP's is more suited to relatively static domains where the activities tobe performed involve sequential tasks, with possibly a number of di�erent avail-able methods for achieving the goal, whereas our system is more suited to verydynamic domains. Moreover the usability aspect is not especially considered inRAPS. Harel has developed an extension of state machines called Statecharts[7]which is a powerful formalism for the representation of system behavior. How-ever Statecharts are usually only used for the speci�cation of complex physicalsystem behavior. HCSM [4] is a framework for behavior and scenario controlwhich uses similar underlying ideas to Statecharts. Like Statecharts HCSM is avery powerful way of representing behavior however it is not designed for easyspeci�cation by non-expert users. At the other end of the ease-of-use spectrumis KidSim [12] which allows speci�cation of only simple behavior. As the namesuggests, KidSim allows children to specify the behavior of agents in a dynamicenvironment via a purely graphical interface. An alternative way of specifyingthe behavior of agents is to have agents follow scripts like actors in a theater[16]. In [3] a system is presented that also has the aim of making behavior speci-�cation easier, however in that system no GUI is present and a di�erent decisionmaking mechanism is used.Currently we are applying our system to the speci�cation of RoboCup agents.However, we intend in the future to adapt it for specifying agents for air-combatand rescue simulations.



2 How a User Perceives the SystemWe are developing a system which allows users who are not necessarily pro-grammers to specify the complex behavior of an agent for a complex domain.An agent designer can de�ne complex agents by de�ning layers of behaviors,specifying activation conditions and testing agents all without having to writeor compile any code.An agent de�nition is in the form of an arbitrary number of layers of behaviorswhere behaviors on higher levels are more complex and abstract. At any time asingle behavior on each level is executing. In higher levels the executing behaviorimplements its functionality by specifying the lower level, less abstract behaviorsthat should be considered for execution. The bottom level behaviors executeby sending commands to an interface which in turn turns on or o� low levelskills. The selection of the behavior to execute is determined by �nding thebehavior with the highest activation at that point in time. The activation levelof a behavior is a time dependent function that depends on the truth of thefuzzy predicate2 underlying the natural language statement and user speci�edactivation parameters associated with the behavior.The development process consists of developing behaviors for lower levels,testing the partially speci�ed agent, then using previously developed behaviorsto specify behaviors for higher layers. Lower layers, even incomplete lower layers,can be fully tested and debugged before higher level behaviors are speci�ed.A behavior is de�ned by specifying a name, the level of the system the be-havior is at, a predicate for the behavior and a list of, possibly parameterized,lower level behaviors with associated activation parameters that together im-plement the functionality of the behavior. This is all done via a graphical userinterface. At runtime the user can observe, via another GUI, the interactionsbetween behaviors.Another window provides real time feedback on exactly how the player per-ceives the world. This enables an agent developer to better understand the in-formation upon which the agents reasoning is being done and therefore designa better set of behaviors. The GUI is relatively decoupled from the rest of thesystem and is in our intention to make it publicly available for other developersto use.2.1 Creating BehaviorsWhen the users �rst starts up the speci�cation system a main window opensup. This window gives the user the opportunity to open previously saved agentbehavior speci�cations or to start a new behavior speci�cation.The left hand side of the main window shows the behaviors that have beencreated previously for this agent (see Figure 1). These behaviors can be used toimplement the functionality of new higher level behaviors.2 We use this term very loosely to indicate a function that returns a value betweentrue and false to indicate the perceived truth of some statement.



Fig. 1. The main window. At the top of the window is the name of the �le containingthe behavior speci�cation being edited. On the left hand side of the window is the listof behaviors previously created for this agent speci�cation.The user can choose to edit an existing behavior or create a new behavior.Clicking on either the New Behavior or the Edit Behavior button pops up asecond window (see Figure 2). Here the user speci�es information about thenature of the behavior.Once the user has �nished specifying the behavior he can click OK and thebehaviors name appears in the main window. The speci�cation can then besaved and tested in the RoboCup simulator. Alternatively the user may directlybegin work on other behaviors or a new higher level behavior which uses thepreviously de�ned behavior. There is no compilation required when the behaviorsfor an agent are changed.3 However, real-time performance is still achieved asthe control system that executes the behaviors is compiled and acts su�cientlyquickly.The way a user perceives di�erent elements of a behavior speci�cation doesnot necessary correspond to the actual underlying implementation. The intentionis that the users are presented with an interface that allows them to express theirideas as naturally as possible and the underlying system takes the speci�cationand uses it to make decisions.The information required to fully specify a behavior is the following:- Name- Level- Predicate- List of BehaviorsEach of these elements is discussed seperately below.3 It is anticipated that eventually the behaviors will be able to be changed on line.However, at present the agent must be restarted when behaviors are modi�ed.



Fig. 2. The Behavior Speci�cation Window. This is how the window appears when theNew Behavior button is pressed. The list on the right shows the predicates that canbe used by the behavior. The, initially empty, list on the left shows names of behaviorsthat can be used to implement the functionality of the behavior. The middle of thewindow will show selected behaviors and their associated activation parameters.

Fig. 3. The Behavior Speci�cation Window with a behavior almost fully de�ned. In themiddle is the list of behaviors that implements the functionality of Attack Goal. Thenumbers associated with each behavior are activation parameters (described below).In the list there are two instantiations of Go to position. The �rst Go to positionis preferred as its maximum applicability, 75, is higher.



NameEach behavior has a unique name. A designer specifying an agent can use namesthat abstractly represent the idea the behavior is trying to capture. Examplesof behavior names for the RoboCup domain are kick goal - at a relatively lowlevel of abstraction, attack down left - at a higher level of abstraction or ourfree kick - at an even higher level of abstraction. The names of behaviors onlow levels are then used to specify behaviors on the next level up. The ideais that an agent designer can implement a behavior such as our free kick interms of behaviors like attack left and kick to open space. The underlyingsystem uses the behavior name as an identi�er for the behavior.LevelThe level speci�es which layer of the behavior based structure the behavior is tobe used at. Di�erent agents may have di�erent numbers of levels depending onthe design. The agent designer uses the level number to capture the intuitive ideathat behaviors occur at di�erent levels of abstraction - moving to the ball isat a low level of abstraction whereas attacking is at a high level of abstraction.Perhaps slightly less intuitive is the idea that very abstract behaviors are a resultof interactions between a number of slightly less abstract behaviors. 4PredicateTo the agent designer a predicate is a statement about the world for which thelevel of truth changes as the world changes. These statements occur at di�er-ent levels of abstraction. Some example predicates for the RoboCup domain areball close enough to kick - at a low level of abstraction, good positionto shoot at goal, and attacking position - at a higher level of abstraction.The activation level of the behavior increases as the truth of the predicate state-ment increases. To the underlying system a predicate is merely the name of anabstraction of information received from the server. It is implemented as a func-tion that maps data from the environment to a fuzzy truth value according to aprogrammer de�nition. An example of a mapping is a predicate close to ballwhich is implemented as a polynomial function of the last seen distance to theball.List of BehaviorsThe list of behaviors is a list of behaviors less abstract than the one being de�nedthat together implement the functionality of the behavior. E�ectively the list ofbehaviors forms a hierarchical decomposition of the behaviors functionality. Thebehaviors in the list should interact in such a way that the intended complex be-havior emerges. The process of choosing the behaviors and activation conditionsis a di�cult one. The short design-test cycle and the interfaces to aid analysis ofthe interactions can make the process of choosing appropriate behaviors simpler.Each of the behaviors in the list may have some associated parameters whichdetermine, along with the predicate that was speci�ed when the less abstractbehavior was created, the activation characteristics of the behavior. In order to4 This is an underlying concept in behavior based systems that has yet to be conclu-sively shown to be correct. However, as the underlying agent architecture for thissystem is a behavior based one, it is necessary that the agent designer uses this idea.



inuence the activation of each of the behaviors the user speci�es four values:Maximum Activation, Minimum Activation, Activation Increment, and Activa-tion Decrement.To a user Maximum Activation is the highest activation a behavior can have.Intuitively, when more than one behavior are applicable the applicable behaviorwith the highest Maximum Activation will be executed. This allows represen-tation of priorities between behaviors. To the system Maximum Activation is ahard limit above which the controller does not allow the runtime activation levelof the behavior above.To the user MinimumActivation is the lowest activation a behavior can have.Intuitively when no behaviors are applicable the behavior with highest MinimumActivation is executed. To the system Minimum Activation is a hard limit belowwhich the controller does not let the runtime activation level of the behaviorbelow.To a user Activation Increment is the rate at which the activation level of thebehavior increases when its predicate is true.5 The Activation Decrement is therate at which the activation of the behavior decays over time. These two valuesare closely related. High values for both the Decrement and Increment createa very reactive behavior, i.e. it quickly becomes the executing behavior whenits predicate statement is true and quickly goes o� again when the statementbecomes false. Relatively low values for the Increment and Decrement result ina behavior that is not activated easily but temporarily stays active even afterits predicate has become false. In the RoboCup domain a behavior such as KickGoal may have high Increment and Decrement values, i.e quick reaction, sothat when the predicate statement ball close enough to kick becomes truethe behavior immediately starts executing and quickly stops executing when thepredicate becomes false, i.e the ball is not close enough to kick. Behaviors such asAttackmay have low values for Increment and Decrement so that the player doesnot start executing the Attack behavior until the appropriate predicate, possiblysomething like We are in an attacking position, has been consistently truefor some time. However, it maintains the Attack behavior even if the predicatebecomes false for a short time - perhaps due to temporarily incorrect information.It was the authors experience with previous behavior based systems for RoboCupthat much instability is caused by temporarily incorrect information mainly dueto incomplete and uncertain incoming information.The use of a list of behaviors and corresponding activation parameters allowsmultiple uses of the same lower level behavior in a single higher level behaviorspeci�cation. For example, an attack behavior may use two instances of the lowerlevel behavior move to position (having predicate Position is empty) withdi�erent activation parameters and position to move to. The result may be thatthe agent \prefers" to move to one position over another.5 As the predicate is actually a fuzzy predicate the activation increase is actually afunction of the \truth" of the predicate.



2.2 DebuggingBehavior based agents interact very closely with their environment. Interactionsbetween the world and relatively simple behaviors combine in complex ways toproduce complex observed overall behavior[2]. Although the resulting behaviormay exhibit desirable properties the complex interactions that occur make be-havior based systems extremely di�cult to analyze and predict especially whenthey exist in dynamic, uncertain domains[9]. It can often even be di�cult todetermine the reasons for unwanted behavior simply by observing the overall,complex behavior of the agent. Therefore an important part of any system forcreating behavior based agents is a mechanism for allowing the user to quicklytest and debug agents. To this end we have developed a graphical interface whichshows in real-time the world as the agent see it. We have also developed an in-terface which graphically shows the reasoning of the agent, i.e. the currentlyselected behaviors at each level and the activation levels of all behaviors.The world information interface draws the soccer ground as the agent seesit, displaying information such as the agents calculated position, the calculatedposition of the ball, the position and team of other players and the status of thegame. This interface is intended to make it easier for developers to determinethe causes for unwanted behavior in an agent.The designers can make more informed behavior designs when they have abetter understanding of the information the agent has available.6 For example,in Figure 4 the darker player near the top of the window perceives that he is inan empty space on the �eld although it is not, as can be seen from the RoboCupSoccermonitor (see Figure 5). The teammate with the ball can see that the playeris not alone. This may possibly indicate to a designer that it is better for a playerwith the ball to look around for someone to pass to rather than relying on teammates to communicate that they would like to get the ball.Currently under development is an interface that displays in real-time thecurrently executing behavior on each level and the activation levels of all availablebehaviors (see Figure 6). It expected that such an interface will allow designersto quickly determine the particular interactions that are resulting in undesirablebehavior.3 Underlying Agent ArchitectureMany agent architectures have been developed, each with properties that makethem suitable for some type of domain or some type of activity. For this systemwe use a layered behavior oriented architecture. The behavior activation mech-anisms and behavior speci�cations are designed to allow the agents behavior tobe speci�ed without programming. Furthermore the entire agent system archi-tecture is designed in such a way that it can accommodate a behavior based6 During the overall system development the interface has also proved useful in deter-mining errors in the way the agent processes information.



Fig. 4. The GUI showing how the agent perceives the world. The dark colored circlenear the top of the screen is the agent whose world view is shown. Other circles representthe players in view. In the middle are team mates and on the right are opponents. Playerof unknown team are shown in a di�erent color (all players are known on the abovediagram). Notice that the player that appears directly next to the agent of interest inthe SoccerMonitor (See Figure 5) window does not appear in the agents perception ofthe world.



Fig. 5. The RoboCup Simulator showing the actual state of the world. Notice the twoplayers close together near the top of the �eld. The player on the right does not appearin the player on the lefts view of the world - see Figure 4.



Fig. 6. A snapshot of the behavior activation window for an attacking player. Hori-zonatal lines represent the relative activation of the behaviors. Behaviors near the topof the window are higher level behaviors.



decision making system that uses abstract predicates and acts by turning skillson and o�.The system is divided into seven sub-systems (see �gure 7):- Information Processing: The information processing sub-system receives rawdata from the Soccer Server and processes the information into a more usableformat for the rest of the system.- Predicates: The predicates sub-system consists of a number of predicate in-formation objects which return a value between True and False to indicatethe level of truth of the predicate. Predicates are used by behaviors to de-termine the activation level of a behavior.- Skills: The skills sub-system is a set of low level control routines for achievingbasic tasks in the soccer environment. An example of a skill is move-to-ball.- Behavior Based Decision Making: The decision making sub-system takes theagent behavior speci�cation of the users and turns it into a control structure.- Interface: The interface sub-system takes, possibly parameterized, commandsfrom the Behavior Based Decision Making system and activates appropriatecontrol routines (skills).- Debugging: The debugging sub-system takes information from the Infor-mation Processing, Predicates and Behavior Based Decision Making sub-systems and displays it graphically.- Server Interface: The Server Interface manages the interactions between theSoccer Server and the agent.The �nal agent design places emphasis on making the system as extendibleand exible as possible for both agent designers and programmers. The systemis being implemented in Java. Object Oriented techniques have been used ina way that allows new Skills and new Predicates to be quickly added by aprogrammer without changes being required to other parts of the system. Forexample the creation of a new predicate simply requires subclassing an abstractPredicate class. Methods inherited from the abstract super type give access tothe perceived state of the world. Only a single function getValue, which returnsthe value of the predicate, must be created.In the following sub-sections we present the features of each of the sub-systems.3.1 Information ProcessingThe information processing sub-system is responsible for receiving incoming per-ceptual information and creating and maintaining an accurate view of the worldfor the agent. The processing done in this sub-system is quite simple, such ascalculating the players position and direction on the ground. The Predicates sub-system uses the information stored in the Information Processing sub-system toprovide behaviors with more abstract information.The Information Processing sub-system attempts to keep information as ac-curate as possible over time. For example if the player turns and in the process
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loses sight of the ball the Information Processing sub-system may keep the oldposition of the ball in memory as the information is probably still correct. Theperceived state of the world can also be updated when the player executes acommand but does not receive immediate visual feedback, for example if theplayer executes a turn command the direction the player is facing is updated.The Interface sub-system uses views that provide methods that give accessto some part of the stored information. For example a skill move-to-ball uses aball-viewwhich presents only information about the ball. The use of views doesnot change the way information processing is done, i.e. it is not a mechanism forshifting the attention of the agent, it is mainly a way of simplifying the mass ofinformation the skills programmer is confronted with.3.2 PredicatesThe interface between Information Processing sub-system and Behavior BasedDecision Making sub-systems is in the form of predicates. The Predicate sub-system consists of a number of di�erent fuzzy predicate objects. Predicates areprogrammer de�ned objects that use the information stored in the InformationProcessing sub-system to return a value between true and false depending onthe truth of the statement they are trying to represent. Predicates abstract awaythe details of the incoming information so that behaviors, and therefore agentdesigners, can use high level information for decision making.The predicate objects can be updated every time a new percept is received ifthey represent temporal information. For example, predicate seen ball recentlydecreases in truth every time a percept is received without ball information.Predicates can also be parameterized. For example, predicate position emptyrequires two parameters which refer to x and y co-ordinates on the pitch.Rather than being precisely true or false predicates have a value that rangesbetween true and false. The semantics of a value between true and falsevaries depending on the predicate and on the programmer implementation. Forsome predicates intermediate truth values indicate a degree of uncertainty, forexample in the predicate I'm closest to ball an intermediate value may in-dicate that the only other player in sight is a similar distance away or that wecan not see the ball. For other predicates intermediate values indicate a degree oftruth, for example intermediate values for a predicate Good position to kickgoal may indicate that this position had some advantages for kicking to goaland some disadvantages, for example the player is close to the goal but at anacute angle. For other types of predicates intermediate truth values representstemporal information, for example intermediate truth values for the predicateseen ball recently might indicate that we cannot see the ball right now butwe did see it a couple of percepts ago.The de�nition of good predicates and, especially, good intermediate values isdi�cult.7 It is hoped that eventually we may develop a mechanism whereby the7 As is the similar problem of de�ning set membership for fuzzy logic.



agent designer, rather the a programmer, can create and modify predicates in asimilar way to creating behaviors.3.3 SkillsThe Skills sub-system consists of a number of low level control routines forachieving particular simple tasks. A skill controller activates skills as requestedby the Interface. Once a skill is turned on it executes a command by sending amessage to the server interface every action cycle. The Skills sub-system worksasynchronously to the decision making sub-system. The Skills sub-system threadis at high priority, so even if the decision making is not making decisions quicklythe skill will still be sending actions as fast as is allowed.The skills can have a very narrow scope such as moving towards a ball thathas been kicked out of play. This allows programmers to create very e�cient,and relatively simple, control routines. The interface between the decision mak-ing and skills is responsible for interpreting a decision making command andactivating appropriate skills. This means that new, more speci�c, skills can beadded to the Skills sub-system without requiring changes to the decision mak-ing sub-system. For example it may be desirable to have a control routine formoving to the ball in general play and a di�erent control routine for moving toa free-kick. It is not necessary that the decision making sub-system is aware ofthis. This allows concurrent development of skills and behavior speci�cation totake place.3.4 Behavior Based Decision MakingThe Behavior based Decision Making system is responsible for the decision mak-ing of the agent. When the agent is started up an agent behavior descriptionis loaded. At each layer of the system there is a controller which continuallyexecutes the following loop:{ Check if the layer above has speci�ed a new set of behaviors. If so removethe old set of behaviors and get the new set.{ Increase the activation level of all currently available behaviors by thevalue of the behaviors predicate times the Activation Increment value for thebehavior.{ Decrease the activation level of all currently available behaviors by theActivation Decrement value for the behavior.{ If any behaviors activation level has gone above its Maximum Activationor below its Minimum Activation adjust the activation level so it is backwithin the legal range.{ Find the behavior with the highest activation level and send the behaviorlist for this behavior to the next layer down (or in the case of the bottomlevel send a command to the interface).{ Sleep until next cycle.



3.5 Decision Making to Skills InterfaceInterfaces between symbolic decisionmaking systems and continuous control rou-tines are an active area of research, e.g. [6]. We have implemented a very simpleinterface that may need to be extended in the future. The Interface receivesstrings representing simple commands from the decision making sub-system andreacts by turning on an appropriate skill in the Skills sub-system. For exam-ple a command move to ball from the Behavior Based Decision Making systemmay result in the interface turning on a skill move to ball near line or moveto moving ball depending on the state of the world. The Behavior Based De-cision Making system may pass parameters with its command. For example amove to position command would be accompanied with parameters indicatinga position to move to.The decoupling of the Behavior Based DecisionMaking system from the skillsallows skills and behaviors to be developed concurrently and also introduces thepossibility of using a di�erent decision making system with the same skills. Italso releases the behavior based system from the low-level task of choosing froma set of control routines to implement a speci�c behavior. The success or failureof a skill is inferred by behaviors by observing the world. The interface allowsthe Behavior Based Decision Making sub-system and the Skills sub-system toact asynchronously of each other.3.6 DebuggingThe Debugging sub-system acts as an observer of the rest of the agent architec-ture. As it is only an observer it can be turned o� completely without e�ectingany other part of the agent, i.e. when the debugging interfaces are turned o�to improve performance the agent does not act di�erently. The debugging sub-system works by periodically checking prede�ned information in the agent andrepresenting the information graphically.3.7 Server InterfaceThe Server Interface is the sub-system responsible for communicating with theSoccer Server. The Server Interface sends incoming percepts to the InformationProcessing sub-system. Commands from the skills come to Server Interface tobe sent to the Soccer Server. Some skill commands are also forwarded to theinformation Processing sub-system so world information can be updated basedon the expected outcome of the commands.4 ConclusionIn this paper we have described a system that allows non-computer experts tospecify the behavior of agents for the RoboCup domain. We also describe aninterface that shows in real-time the world as the agent sees it and an interface
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